Abstract-This paper studies a class of constrained restless multi-armed bandits. The constraints are in the form of time varying availability of arms. This variation can be either stochastic or semi-deterministic. A fixed number of arms can be chosen to be played in each decision interval. The play of each arm yields a state dependent reward. The current states of arms are partially observable through binary feedback signals from arms that are played. The current availability of arms is fully observable. The objective is to maximize long term cumulative reward. The uncertainty about future availability of arms along with partial state information makes this objective challenging.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Restless multi-arm bandits (RMAB) have been extensively studied for applications in opportunistic communication systems, scheduling in queuing systems, recommendation systems, [1] - [7] . A restless multi-armed bandit is a class of sequential decision problems. It is used to solve policy planning problems under uncertain system environments. A restless multi-arm bandit model is described as follows. There is a decision maker or source that has N independent arms. Each arm can be in one of a finite set of states and the state evolves according to Markovian law. The play of an arm yields a state dependent reward. It is assumed that the decision maker knows the statistical characteristics of state evolution for each arm. The system is time-slotted and it is discretized. The decision maker plays M out of N arms in each slot. The goal is to determine the sequence of plays of the arms that maximizes the long term cumulative reward. These planning problems are non-trivial because there is a trade-off between the immediate, and the future rewards. The choice that yields low immediate reward may yield better future reward.
A typical restless multi-armed bandit model assumes that the arms are always available and the objective is to determine the optimal subset of arms to play in a given state. However, there may be scenarios where the availability of arms is intermittent and time varying. We refer to such RMABs as constrained restless multi-armed bandits (CRMAB). This is an important generalization of restless multi-armed bandits we consider in this paper. Also, the availability of arms may vary across applications. We consider stochastic and semideterministic availability models.
A couple of motivating applications for these constrained restless bandits can be found in the domains of cyber-security and wireless relay networks. These application scenarios are described below.
Honeypots are physical or virtual machines which are deployed as a cyber security mechanism for intrusion detection and prevention. Honeypots attract the attention of attackers by appearing as genuine servers with a security vulnerability. When an attack happens on a honeypot, information about the attack is logged and the attack is contained from spreading. An intelligent attacker might realize after some delay, that it has been trapped by a honeypot. Now, if the locations of honeypots in a network are fixed, the attacker can learn about them through repeated interaction, and avoid them in future. Hence, the idea of roaming honeypots has been proposed in the literature, where locations of honeypots are shifted in order minimize the chance of a denial of service attack [8] , [9] .
Consider a set of N servers. Each server may either be in a high interest or low interest state. High interest state would mean a higher probability of attack. The change of interest states of servers can be for various reasons. These include, current utility or purpose of the server (email, ftp, etc.), specific application running on the server, or the strategy of the attacker. These states are continuously evolving with time. For every interval of length τ, M out of N servers are chosen to act as honeypots. Sometimes it may happen that only N ′ of the N servers are available for deployment as honeypots. In the current work we will assume that M N ′ with unit probability. If a honeypot is attacked, the intrusion is detected; hence it can be considered as a positive reward event by the decision maker. The goal of the decision maker is to schedule honeypots such that the long term cumulative reward (total intrusion detection) is maximized. It can be modeled as a CRMAB with it's arms as servers whose states are evolving with time. In this paper, we model the evolution of interest states as a Markov chain whose characteristics are known to the decision maker. It can later be extended to scenarios which might require estimation or learning of these characteristics.
Let us now look at another motivating application. Consider a wireless relay network with a source, destination and a set of N relay nodes. The availability of each relay is time varying and may be due to reasons such as power constraints, outage or mobility. Further, the channel conditions of links are evolving with time. The objective here is to schedule a relay in each time slot under such constrained availability to maximize cumulative long term reward, i.e., throughput. In this network each link can be represented as the arm of the bandit, and each link evolves independent of transmission in every time slot. Thus, it is can be modeled as a CRMAB.
B. Related work
The literature on restless bandits is vast and includes different variations on bandits and their applications. We mention a few of them that are relevant to our work.
The resltess multi-armed bandit problem was first proposed in [10] . It was inspired from the work on rested bandits [11] . In [11] , index policies were introduced for rested multi-armed bandits, where states of arms do not change when they are not played. This index policy is now known as Gittins index policy. Later, [10] studied restless bandits and introduced an index policy which is now referred to as Whittle's index policy. The popularity of Whittle's index policy is due to its asymptotic optimality in some examples and its near optimal performance in some others (see [10] , [12] , [13] ). The Whittle's index policy for other applications such as machine repair problems are given in [2] .
In classical restless bandit literature, current states of all the arms are observable in every time slot [4] , [5] , [10] . Later, this assumption was relaxed and restless bandit models with partially observable states were studied, where states are observable only for those arms that are played [1] , [13] . Recent work on restless bandits further generalized this model to the case where states of all arms are partially observable. This is referred to as the hidden restless bandit [14] , [15] . In [16] , further generalization is considered where multiple state transitions are allowed in a single decision interval.
The Whittle index policy for RMABs was studied for job scheduling and dynamic routing on servers in [17] , [18] , where authors considered scenario of servers being available intermittently.
Earlier, a variant of the restless multi-armed bandit with availability constraints was proposed in [19] . It was applied to the machine repair problem where machine availability is time varying. This model was further generalized in [20] by considering partially observable states. In [20] , the authors consider a penalty for playing an unavailable arm. That is, arms can be played both when they are available and unavailable. Whittle's index policy and myopic policy are analyzed. There are several subtle, but important differences between the current model and the model in [20] . The CRMABs considered in this paper do not allow the play of unavailable arms. Our proposed model differentiates between the actions "don't play" and "can't play". That is, the belief update rules are different for the case where an arm is available and is not played and the case where the arm is unavailable and cannot be played. In this work, we provide an upper bound on optimal value function which can be used as a reference to measure sub-optimality gap of the Whittle's index policy.
The literature on POMDPs, RMABs makes use of certain common techniques and procedures. These include defining action value functions and using induction principle to derive their structural properties. Another common aspect is proving sub-modularity of the value function, which will lead to a threshold structure of optimal policy (see [21] , [22] ). One must note the differences in modeling that require redoing or following similar procedures, as it is not obvious that the same results hold.
C. Contributions
We propose a novel methodology to solve the problem of sequential decision making under dynamic resource constraints. It is modeled as a constrained restless multi-armed bandit problem. The resource constraints occur in the form of time-varying availability of arms. We consider two availability models, namely, stochastic and semi-deterministic availability. The analysis of the constrained restless single armed bandit (CRSAB) forms the basis of the solution methodology. They are shown to admit a threshold type policy in belief space. This holds for both stochastic and semi-deterministic availability models. Indexability of CRSABs is claimed by imposing certain conditions on the parameters. An algorithm for computation of Whittle's index is also presented. An upper bound on the optimal value function is derived. The Lagrangian relaxation of the original problem provides an upper bound on the value function. The relationship between the Lagrangian bound for CRMAB and unconstrained RMAB is studied. It is shown that under certain conditions the former gives a tighter bound than the later. An extensive simulation study is presented with performance comparison of various solution schemes such as Whittle's index policy, modified Whittle's index policy and myopic policy.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. The system model is explained in Section II and the constrained restless single armed bandit is analyzed in Section III. Bounds on value functions are derived in Section IV. Numerical simulations are presented in Section V, and concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Consider a restless multi-armed bandit with N independent arms. Each arm can be one of two states, say, state 0 or state 1. The state of each arm evolves according to a discrete time Markov chain. Some times arms might become unavailable. Hence, the evolution of states also depends on availability of arms. Also, the availability of arms is time varying. Let us introduce some notation to formalize the model. Assume that the system is time-slotted and time is indexed by t. Let X n (t) ∈ {0, 1} denote the state of arm n at the beginning of time slot t.
Let Y n (t) ∈ {0, 1} denote the availability of arm n at the beginning of time slot t and Y n (t) = 1 if arm n is available, 0 if arm n is not available.
Each arm has two actions associated with it when it is available, either 'play' or 'don't play'. When it is unavailable it cannot be played. However, it's state still evolves. Let n (t) ∈ {0, 1} be an action corresponding to arm n when it is available and it is described as follows.
1 if arm n is available and played, 0 if arm n is available and not played.
Let a 0 n (t) be the action corresponding to arm n when it is not available. As it cannot be played, a 0 n (t) := 0. The state of arm n changes at beginning of time slot (t + 1) from state i to j according to transition probabilities p n ij . These are defined as follows.
When arm n is played, the result is either success or failure. A binary signal is observed at the end of each slot that describes the event of success or failure (ACK or NACK in communication parlance). Let Z n (t) be the binary signal that is received by the source at the end of slot t. It is given as Z n (t) = 1 if arm n is played and that resulted success, 0 If arm n is played and no success.
When arm n is not played, no signal is observed from that arm. Let ρ n (i) be the probability of success from playing arm n.
for i = 0, 1. It is the probability that signal Z n (t) = 1 is observed given that arm n is in state i and action a n (t) = 1. We will assume ρ n,0 < ρ n,1 , i.e., the probability of success is higher from state 1 than from state 0. The play of arm n yields a state dependent reward. Let η n,i be the reward obtained by playing arm n given that X n (t) = i. When arm n is not played, no reward is obtained. Further, we suppose that 0 ≤ η n,0 < η n,1 ≤ 1 for all n.
The decision maker or source cannot exactly observe the state vector at any arbitrary time t. However, the source can exactly observe the current availability vector at the beginning of each time slot. That is, Y (t) = [Y 1 (t), ..., Y n (t)] is known at beginning of slot t. Since the source does not know the exact states of arms, it maintains a 'belief' about each of them. Let π n (t) be the belief about arm n. It is the probability of being in state 0, given the history H t upto time t. The history upto time t is given as
The belief vector is given as π(t) = [π 1 (t), ..., π n (t)], with
A. Availability models
We consider two availability models, namely, stochastic and semi-deterministic. In the stochastic model, future availability depends on a probability law conditioned on current availability. In the semi-deterministic model, the future availability is deterministic when an arm goes unavailable. This model is useful in applications in which some sub-systems are occasionally down for a fixed maintenance time.
1) Stochastic: Here, future availability, Y n (t + 1) is based on current availability Y n (t) = y, action a n (t) = a and belief π n (t) = π according to the following probability law. Let
The source knows the probability of availability θ a n (π, y). Notice that this model satisfies Markov property.
In general θ a n (i, y) depends on the state of arm n, the current availability y and action of that arm a. For simplicity we assume that it is independent of state, i.e., θ a n (i, y) = θ a n (y).
2) Semi-deterministic: Here, future availability for unavailable arms has a deterministic model. When available arms turn unavailable, they remain unavailable for exactly T 0 slots and then become available. That is, if Y n (t) = 0, then
B. Problem formulation
Let us describe the state in terms of the belief and availability. Consider the perceived state S n (t) = (π n (t), Y n (t)) ∈ [0, 1] × {0, 1} in beginning of time slot t. Using the belief π n (t), we compute the expected reward from play of arm n at time t as follows.
and η(π n (t), y = 0) := 0.
We next define the optimization problem as reward maximization. Let φ(t) be the policy of the source such that φ(t) :
The infinite horizon discounted cumulative reward under strategy φ for initial state information (π, y), π = (
(1) And, in each time slot M arms are played; hence, N n=1 a φ n (t) = M. Here, β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount parameter. The objective is to find a policy φ that maximizes V φ (π, y) for all π ∈ [0, 1] N , y ∈ {0, 1} N . The problem (1) is a constrained hidden Markov restless multi-armed bandit.
The analysis of restless multi-armed bandits proceeds in the following manner. 1) Consider the restless single armed bandit. Write down Bellman optimality equations along with action value functions, 2) Study the properties of action value functions, 3) Use these properties to prove the optimal threshold policy result, 4) Use this result to prove indexability and compute index.
III. CONSTRAINED RESTLESS SINGLE ARMED BANDIT
We will now study the constrained restless single armed bandit. The problem of the decision maker here is to decide in each time slot whether or not to play the arm. As there is only one arm, we drop the subscript n, the sequence number of the arms; so, ρ n,i ≡ ρ i , η n,i ≡ η i , θ a n (y) ≡ θ a y , and so on. The analysis of the single arm problem proceeds by assigning a subsidy w for not playing the arm, see [2] , [10] .
Recall that the source maintains and updates its belief about state of the arm at the end of every time slot. The update rules are based on previous actions and observations as follows.
1) If a(t) = 1, Y (t) = 1, Z(t) = 1, the new belief π(t + 1) = Γ 1 (π(t)).
In this case the arm is available, played and a success observed. Then, the belief update is according to the Bayes rule.
In this case also, the arm is available, played and a failure observed. Again the belief update makes use of Bayes rule. Here, the arm is not available and cannot be played. Again, no observation is obtained. The updated belief in this case is either taken to be the stationary probability or the natural evolution of the Markov chain.
A. Value functions
We now define the values of different actions depending on the belief and availability. Value function for action a, belief π and availability y is denoted as L a V (π, y), a ∈ A y . The set A y is the set of possible actions for availability y. For the current system A y=1 = {0, 1} and A y=0 = {0}. This means that when arm is unavailable (y = 0), it cannot be played.
These value functions for different availability models can be defined recursively as follows.
1) Stochastic availability: a) Action a = 1, availability y = 1,
2) Semi-deterministic availability: a) Action a = 1, availability y = 1,
Here, (γ 0 0 ) T0 (π) = q, with q being the stationary probability, or (γ
Notice that a subsidy w is being provided for not playing (a = 0). Also, not playing is the only possible action when the arm is unavailable. Although there is no apparent choice of action for y = 0, the value function L 0 V (π, 0) is important as it impacts other value functions.
The optimality equations are written as follows. Given availability y and belief π, the maximum value V (π, y) that can be achieved is given by
A y is the feasible set of actions, given availability y.
Note: We will sometimes use the notation L a w V (π, y) in place of L a V (π, y) when it is required to emphasize the dependence on w. We assume η 0 = ρ 0 , η 1 = ρ 1 while proving the results.
In the following discussion we present results for the stochastic availability model. These results also hold true for the semi-deterministic availability model.
B. Threshold type policy
there exist a unique π T at which optimal action changes from playing to not playing . One major claim in this work is the existence of an optimal threshold type policy. To prove this we will make use of some structural properties of the value functions.
Lemma 1: The quantity
gives the advantage of choosing to play the arm in belief state π. The following lemma states that this advantage decreases as the belief (probability of arm being in bad state) increases.
Lemma 3: (Advantage of playing the arm when available is monotonic in belief)
) is a decreasing in π ∈ [0, 1], if ρ 1 > ρ 0 and either of the following is true, 1) 0 < p 00 − p 10 < 1/5, 2) or 0 < p 10 − p 00 < 1/3. Proof Sketch : The key steps are as follows. 1) From Lemma 2, the derivatives of the action value functions with respect to belief π are bounded. 2) Compute the derivative of D(π). It can be shown to be negative under the stated conditions.
Remark 1: D(π) has at most one root in π ∈ (0, 1). Theorem 1: If ρ 1 > ρ 0 and either 0 < p 00 − p 10 < 1/5 or 0 < p 10 − p 00 < 1/3, is true, then the optimal policy is of threshold type.
Proof: 
Hence the policy is of threshold type by definition 1. Case 2) D(π) has no root in (0, 1) : This means D(π) > 0, π ∈ (0, 1). Hence the optimal policy always choose to play the arm and is threshold type by definition. Similar arguments can be made when
, to claim the result.
C. Indexability
For a given subsidy w, let G(w) be a set formed by members (π, y) of perceived state space S = [0, 1] × {0, 1} for which not playing the arm when available is optimal. That is,
Definition 2: (Indexability) The arm is indexable if the set G(w) is increasing in w ∈ R. Indexability ensures the existence of a unique index. Hence, proving indexability is necessary for the application of Whittle's index policy as a solution to the CRMAB problem. 
is also bounded by
Further, as the value functions are non-negative and their are convergent with lim n→∞ V n (π, y) = V (π, y), our claim holds.
Remark 2: The action value functions L 1 w V (π, 1) and L 0 w V (π, 1), w ∈ R are respectively non-decreasing and strictly increasing in subsidy w.
The following lemma from [15] is needed to prove indexability.
Lemma 5:
is a monotonically decreasing function of w.
Proof sketch: This proof is by contradiction. Assume that
. This means that
, contradicts our as-
The constrained arm of a partially observable restless single armed bandit with bounded subsidy w ∈ [w l , w h ] is indexable if 0 < p 00 −p 10 < 1/5 or 0 < p 10 −p 00 < 1/3 and β ∈ (0, 1).
Proof: The proof proceeds in the following steps. ≤ 0. Now, using Lemma 5 we can say that π T (w) decreases with w. This means as subsidy w increases, the set G(w) also increases. Hence, the arm is indexible.
D. Computing Whittle's index
Definition 3: (Whittle's index) For a given belief π ∈ [0, 1], Whittle's index W (π) is the minimum subsidy for which, not playing the arm will be the optimal action. 
IV. BOUNDS ON OPTIMAL VALUE FUNCTIONS
In this section we shall derive upper bounds on the optimal value function of a CRMAB. First, we shall compare its value function to that of a RMAB (unconstrained). In the following discussion we use the terms 'unconstrained restless bandits' and 'restless bandits' interchangeably.
A. Relation between value functions of RMAB and CRMAB
Let U (π) be the value function of an restless single armed bandit which is always available. U (π) is the solution of the following dynamic program.
The following Lemma states that for the same Markov chain parameters, the optimal value of the restless single armed bandit is greater than that of constrained restless single armed bandit. Lemma 6: For any given set of parameters p 00 , p 1,0 , ρ 0 , ρ 1 , η 0 , η 1 , w, each of the following statements is true. 1) For belief update rules γ 0 1 (π) = πp 00 + (1 − π)p 10 and γ 0 0 (π) = q, the inequality U (π) ≥ V (π, y), holds ∀π ∈ Π Γ , y ∈ {0, 1}, where
Proof: This is proved by induction. 1) Consider π ∈ Π Γ , let U S,1 (π) = ρ(π), U N S,1 (π) = w, and U 1 (π) = max{U S,1 (π), U N S,1 (π)} = max{ρ(π), w}. Also, 0) . Then, by induction the result follows. The second part can also be proved similarly.
B. Bounds on value functions
We shall now derive an upper bound on the value function of the constrained bandit. The Lagrangian relaxation provides an upper bound on the value function of the original problem. This has been studied for weakly couple Markov decision processes by [24] and [25] . We extend this idea for CRMABs with partially observable states to derive an upper bound.
Let us now look at the constrained multi-armed bandit problem as a set of N single armed bandits. We will be slightly abusing the notation in order to keep the mathematical expressions simpler; any change in notation is mentioned.
The CRMAB problem can be described as follows. Given belief vector π ∈ [0, 1] N and availability vector y ∈ {0, 1} N , find J(π, y) satisfying
Here, Γ o is the belief (vector) update rule for observation vector o. So, Γ on is the belief update rule based on observation o n for arm n. And
Here, S o is the observation set with the set of all possible observation vectors. S on is the set of possible observations for arm n. An observation vector o also contains some 'no observation' elements corresponding to the unplayed arms.
The Lagrangian relaxation of the above optimization problem is written as
The following Lemma states that the Lagrange relaxed value function of CRMAB can be written as a linear combination of value functions of N constrained single armed bandits.
Lemma 7:
where,
Proof: We need to show that the right hand side (RHS) of (8) can be obtained by substituting the RHS of (8) in the RHS of (7) . It suffices to show that the following expression equals 0.
where, o−n is the observation vector o omitting the n th element. So is the case with y ′ −n and so on.
Remark 3: The proof of Lemma 7 is also valid for restless multi-armed bandits with constrained availability (studied in [20] ) which allow the play of unavailable arms. The Lagrangian relaxed value function for the restless bandit is given as follows (in [16] ).
Lemma 8:
Theorem 3: The inequality J λ (π, y) ≤ U λ (π) holds for each of the following cases.
Proof: From Lemma 6 we know that the value functions of constrained restless single armed bandits are upper bounded by those of restless single armed bandits. It follows that their summation as given in Lemma 7 is also similarly bounded.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The main objective in this section is to apply the proposed model to different scenarios and evaluate its performance. We evaluate the performance of the Whittle's index policy (WI), modified Whittle index policy (MWI) and myopic policy in terms of their value (discounted cumulative reward).
Modified Whittle index (MWI) is a less complex alternative to Whittle's index considered in [16] , [26] . However, its performance is found to be highly sensitive to problem parameters, in case of RMABs [16] . It is defined for MDPs with finite horizon. The value of MWI at time t is given as
Let us first mention a few things about the simulation setup and numerical examples. The policies are evaluated for different bandit instances (a parameter set is called an instance). A bandit instance is specified by giving the values of 1) number of arms N, 2) state transition probabilities of arms p n ij (y, a), 3) availability probabilities of arms θ a n (y), 4) reward structure η n,i , 5) success probabilities ρ n (i). For each bandit instance, the value function of each policy is computed, and averaged over numerous sample sequences of states and arm availability.
We will now see the results of five experiments which will provide insight into the performance of various policies. Experiments 1 & 2 consider a 15-armed bandit instance with same transition matrices and rewards, for stochastic and semideterministic availability models, respectively. Experiments 3, 4 & 5 consider several 100-armed bandit instances with randomly generated transition matrices and rewards for stochastic and semi-deterministic availability models.
1) Experiment 1 -Moderately sized system with stochastic availability: We consider a 15-armed bandit instance with stochastic availability model. The parameter set is given in Table I . The first five arms are always available while the remaining are available according to action dependent probabilities. Fig. 2a) and Table II show the discounted cumulative rewards achieved by various policies. Notice that WI and myopic are equivalent in terms of value generated, but not necessarily so, in terms of their arm choices. This is unlike the case of restless bandits in [15] , [16] , where numerical experiments demonstrated WI to be better than myopic policy for moderately sized systems. Further, both WI and myopic almost reach up to the Lagrangian bound. Hence, it can be expected that their performance is close to optimal. 2) Experiment 2 -Moderately sized system with semideterministic availability: We again consider a 15-armed bandit instance with semi-deterministic availability model. The parameters used for this experiment are same as in Experiment 1 (Table I) , except for the availability parameters. Recall that semi-deterministic availability is characterized by parameters [θ Table I , and T 0 is chosen to be 3 slots. The discounted cumulative rewards achieved by various policies are shown in Table III . Again, the ordering on policy performance is same as in Experiment 1. 3) Experiment 3 -Large systems with unconstrained availability: We consider two sets of 100-armed bandit instances with unconstrained availability, i.e., arms are always available. The first set of instances has a contiguous reward structure, i.e., η 0 of the arms is generated randomly from [0, 1], and then η 1 is picked from (η 0 , 1]. The second set has a partitioned reward structure, i.e., η 0 ∈ [0, 0.3] and η 1 ∈ [0.5, 1]. All transition probabilities are randomly generated such that the first 50 arms are positively correlated (p 0,0 > p 1,0 ) and the other half are negatively correlated (p 0,0 < p 1,0 ). Fig. 4 [top] shows the comparison for the case ρ 0 = 0 and ρ 1 = 1. For this case, it can be seen that the WI and myopic policies are equivalent in terms of value generated. In this case the Whittle's indices of arms can be computed with closed form expressions. evaluated. In [15] , [16] , numerical experiments demonstrated the better performance of WI compared to myopic policy, for moderately sized systems. However, in systems in large systems, as the differences between rewards of arms gets smaller, the advantage of WI over myopic tends to reduce. 
4) Experiment 4 -Large systems with stochastic availability:
We consider two sets 100-armed bandit instances with stochastic availability. Same instances are used as in Experiment 3, except for the availability parameters. The availability probabilities [θ . In this experiment we only evaluate the performances of modified Whittle's index and myopic policies, as computing indices for large systems is cumbersome. Furthermore, as observed in Experiments 1, 2, we can expect the performance of WI to be similar to that of myopic. Hence, we compare only myopic and MWI policies. Fig. 5 shows the values of discounted cumulative rewards achieved by MWI and myopic policies for different 100-armed bandit instances, for contiguous and partitioned reward structures. 5) Experiment 5 -Large system with semi-deterministic availability: We again consider two sets 100-armed bandit instances, but with semi-deterministic availability. As in Experiment 4, the first set of instances has contiguous reward structure with 0 < η 0 < η 1 < 1, and the second set has a partitioned reward structure with η 0 ∈ [0, 0.3] and η 1 ∈ [0.5, 1]. The rewards, transition probabilities are same as in Experiment 4, so are θ 1 1 , θ 0 1 . T 0 is chosen to be 3 slots for all the arms. Fig. 6 shows the discounted cumulative rewards for MWI and myopic policies for different instances, for contiguous and partitioned reward structures. Again, the ordering on policy performances is same as in case of the stochastic availability model. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of constrained restless multiarmed bandits is studied. These constraints are in the form of time varying availability of arms which can either be stochastic or semi-deterministic. Some numerical experiments show that for moderately sized systems both Whittle's index policy and myopic policy are close to the upper bound on the value function. Experiments also suggest that myopic policy performs almost as well as Whittle's index policy.
A useful research direction would be to study variations on myopic policy such as finite step look ahead policies, as robust low complexity alternatives to Whittle's index policy. Another future direction would be towards developing learning algorithms for scenarios where the systems parameters are unknown.
